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KRAEMER, SVEN F.: Files, 1981-1987

Defense Programs and Arms Control Directorate, NSC, [1983-1987]

RAC Box 1
Anti-Nuclear Socialist International in US, March 1985
[ASAT (Anti-Satellite)] (12/13/1982 - 08/10/1983)
[ASAT (Anti-Satellite)] (08/27/1983 - 09/05/1983)
[ASAT (Anti-Satellite)] (09/06/1983- 09/11/1983)
[ASAT (Anti-Satellite)] (09/12/1983-10/02/1983)
[ASAT (Anti-Satellite)] (10/03/1983-10/12/1983)
[ASAT (Anti-Satellite)] (12/22/1983)

RAC Box 1A
ASAT (Anti-Satellite Arms Talks) -SDI Q's and A's (1)-(6)

RAC Box 2
ASAT: French Initiative - Conference on Disarmament (CD), June 1984
[ASAT- Summer 1984]: ASAT SDI Allies (1)(2)
[ASAT-Summer 1984]: ASAT: SDI - Chronology

RAC Box 2A
ASAT: SDI Q's and A's - December 1984 (1)(2)
ASAT- Congress-Kerry/Adelman-1985

RAC Box 3
Arms Control Issues: SDI-Nitze Speech-ABM Treaty, March 1987

RAC Box 4
ACDA (Arms Control and Disarmament Agency) - SDI Advisors - August, 1985

RAC Box 5
Chemical Weapons - Comprehensive Prohibition (October-November, 1983)
Chemical and Biological Weapons - Shultz Initiative 01/16/1984

RAC Box 6
Chemical and Biological Weapons - Iraq/Iran
Chemical and Biological Weapons - Vice President Bush - April, 1984
Chemical and Biological Weapons- BWC (Biological Weapons Convention)-1984
Chemical and Biological Weapons Congress-Quayle Amendment September, 1984
Chemical and Biological Weapons- CD (Committee on Disarmament)-1984

RAC Box 7
Chemical and Biological Weapons- Iraq/Iran-FRG Role (1984/1985)
Chemical Weapons- Australia
Chemical and Biological Weapons - United Kingdom 1985 (1)-(3)
Chemical Weapons - Quayle Report (1)-(5)
Chemical and Biological Weapons - Non-Proliferation -1985 (1)(2)
Chemical Weapons -Art 10- CD (Conference on Disarmament) USTR August 1985
Chemical Weapons-Non-proliferation- MCF Memo 09/24/1985
Chemical and Biological Weapons - Art 10 Revision 1985
Chemical Weapons - Non-proliferation Shultz/Shevardnaze/UN 10/25/1985
Chemical Weapons Free Zone- Congress- Gore November, 1985
Chemical Weapons-Art 10- CD (Conference on Disarmament) Inst- August, 1985
Chemical Weapons- Gorbachev Proposal January, 1986
Chemical Weapons- United Kingdom- Shultz to Howe-June, 1986

RAC Box 8
Chemical Weapons - United Kingdom/United States -1986 (1)-(3)
Chemical Weapons-Breakfast Item- United Kingdom-November, 1986
Chemical Weapons [Soviet Union/Iraqi/Afghanistan] (1)(2)
Chemical Weapons - United States/United Kingdom Bilateral 03/13/1987

RAC Box 9
Chemical Weapons (CW)-French Proposal May-June, 1987

RAC Box 10
Compliance - Korean Airliner (September, 1983)
ACDA (Arms Control and Disarmament Agency) - GAC (General Advisory Committee) Report: Compliance GAC Summary (1)(2)
ACDA (Arms Control and Disarmament Agency) - GAC (General Advisory
Committee) Report [Executive Summary]
ACDA (Arms Control and Disarmament Agency) - GAC (General Advisory Committee) Report [Volume I] (1)-(4)
ACDA (Arms Control and Disarmament Agency) - GAC (General Advisory Committee) Report [Volume II] (1)-(3)

RAC Box 11
Compliance - SACPG (Space Arms Control Policy Group)/VC: Compliance - Overview/Intro (1)(2)
Compliance - Christmas Package December, 1983 (1)-(6)
Compliance - Christmas Package December, 1983: Compliance - VC Issue Papers (1)(2)
Compliance - Christmas Package December, 1983: Compliance -7 Analytical Reports (1)-(4)

RAC Box 16

RAC Box 18
Compliance - United Kingdom Consultations - 1985
[Compliance - Radars]: Geneva - Krasnoyarsk/Flyingdales - November, 1985

RAC Box 20
[Interim Restraint- Congress]: Interim Restraint- Goldwater, July, 1986
Compliance - Flyingdales Message to United Kingdom - June, 1986

RAC Box 21
Laws of War: DOD Views 1984-1985 (1)-(3)
Laws of War: Arms Control 1984 (1)-(4)

RAC Box 22
CDE-CSCE Mandate - 1983

RAC Box 23
CDE - NATO, 1983
VP Bush - Geneva - 04/17/1984-04/18/1984 (1)(2)

RAC Box 24
CD -1985: CD - Israel "Non-member" - August, 1985
United Nations 40th General Assembly - French Resolution on Disarmament and Development - November, 1985
RAC Box 25
CDE (Conference on Disarmament in Europe) - CSCE Revcon and Beyond - 1986

RAC Box 26
CBMs (Confidence Building Measures): CBMs - START-Mobbs-July, 1985
CDE/CSCE - Organization: CSCE-IG (?) June, 1986
CSCE Follow-up Meeting - November, 1986-July, 1987

RAC Box 26A
Conventional VCTF (Conventional Task Force)-1986: CTF- United Kingdom
(Paper, Views) September-October 1986

RAC Box 27
INF - United Kingdom/French Systems (1983)
INF- United Kingdom/French Systems- CRS (Congressional Research Service)
Study (1983)
INF - Austria

RAC Box 28
Geneva - NSDD Backup Notebook 12/28/1984 (1)-(6)
Geneva - NSDD Package 12/31/1984-01/01/1985 (1)-(S)
Thatcher Visit, December 1984

RAC Box 31
Geneva - NST - SDI Terms - Perle September, 1985

RAC Box 32
Geneva - Soviet Proposal/Assessment- September-October, 1985 (1)(2)
Geneva -Brief - Soviet Counterproposal - October, 1985 (1)-(3)
Geneva - SACG (Senior Arms Control Group) 10/04/1985
SACG (Senior Arms Control Group) 10/14/1985
Geneva - SACG (Senior Arms Control Group) 10/21/1985 (1)(2)
Geneva - Soviet Counterproposal Guidance 10/21/1985 (1)(2)
[Analysis and Talking Points- Proposals and Papers (October, 1985)]: Geneva -
NSPG- 10/29/1985
[Analysis and Talking Points - Proposals and Papers (October, 1985)]: Geneva -
Geneva - President Statement 10/31/1985
(3)
[Geneva (November 1985)]: (Geneva - President Meeting with Negotiators
11/14/1985
Geneva - President Meeting with Negotiators 11/14/1985
RAC Box 33
Geneva - Allies: Japan, February 1986
Geneva - INF - United Kingdom/France Data - 1986
INF - UK/French Systems

RAC Box 35

RAC Box 36
NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) 1979 (1)-(5)
NATO - SCG (Special Consultative Group)-03/31/1981 (1)-(3)
NATO - Nuclear Planning Group April, 1981 Agenda Book Calendar (Kraemer) (1)(2)
NATO -NPG (Nuclear Planning Group) 04/06/1981-04/10/1981
NATO - Nuclear Planning Group April 1981 Bilaterals (1)(2)
Briefing Book for the Visit by Secretary of Defense to United Kingdom 04/04/1981 - 04/06/1981; Germany 04/07/1984-04/08/1981; and Rome, Italy 04/09/1981 - 04/10/1981 (1)(2)
NATO-Defense Planning Committee Agenda Book- May, 1981 NSC (1)-(4)
NATO - NAC - 05/03/1981 (Rome) (April, 1981)
NATO – NAC - 05/03/1981-05/05/1981 (Rome) (May, 1981) (1)(2)
NATO - DPC - 05/12/1981-05/13/1981
DPG & HLG (High Level Group) Ministerials 05/12/1981-05/14/1981: NATO-HLG 05/13/1981-05/14/1981

RAC Box 37
NATO SCG (Special Consultative Group) 06/17/1981 (1)-(3)
NATO HLG (High Level Group) 06/29/1981 (1)-(4)
TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces)-NATO-Books (1)-(4)
NATO HLG (High Level Group) 07/30/1981-07/31/1981 (1)-(3)
NATO TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control IGS: [Arms Control Study] (1)-(4)
NATO TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control IGS: TNF- IGS- August, 1981-October, 1981 (1)-(4)
NATO NPG 10/20/1981
NATO TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control IGS - April, 1981-July, 1981
NATO TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control IGS-August, 1981-September, 1981
NATO TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control IGS - October, 1981
NATO TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control IGS - November, 1981 (1)(2)
NATO TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control IGS - December, 1981

RAC Box 38
Daily Intelligence (NID, etc) (12/09/1981-01/26/1982)  
Daily Intelligence (NID, etc) (01/27/1982-02/01/1982)  
Daily Intelligence (NID, etc) (02/02/1982)  
Daily Intelligence (NID, etc) (02/03/1982-02/05/1982)  
Intelligence Items (January, 1982- February, 1982) (03/01/1982-03/12/1982)  
Intelligence Items (03/13/1982-03/18/1982)  
Intelligence Items (03/19/1982-03/24/1982)  
Intelligence Items (03/25/1982-04/03/1982)  

RAC Box 39  
INF Memcons (December, 1981) (1)-(5)  
INF Memcons (January, 1982) (1)-(4)  
[INF Memcons - February, 1982]  

RAC Box 44  
MBFR-1981: MBFR-1981-16 NATO Conventional Weapons and Arms Control  

RAC Box 45  
[MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) January-March, 1984]: MBFR  
United Kingdom-January, 1984-March, 1984  

RAC Box 46  
[MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) (October, 1985)]: MBFR - 2nd Letter to Thatcher/Kohl- October, 1985  
[MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) (September-October, 1985)]: MBFR-Thatcher/Kohl Responses  
[MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) (September-October, 1985)]: MBFR-President to Kohl/thatcher-September,1985  
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - UK/FRG Proposal and NATO - November, 1985 (1)-(3)  
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) -1985: MBFR - UK/FRG Verification Package-November, 1985 (1)(2)  

RAC Box 48  
NATO - Meetings: Republican Platform 1980  
NATO - Meetings: NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) – Hahn  
NATO - Meetings: NATO - Meetings, Briefs in Arms Control  
NATO - Meetings: RDF (Radio Defense Force)  
NATO - Meetings: Nuclear War  
NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) 1979-1980: [HLG Proposal 8-79]  
NATO -TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) 1979-1980: 1979 Public Affairs  
NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) 1979-1980: Threat- MC161 [Warsaw Pact Military Capabilities]  
NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) 1979-1980: [IG Study Overview, Slocombe/Carter Administration Views, SCG Papers] (1)-(3)
NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) 1979-1980: [SCG Papers] (1)-(3)

NATO TNF 1979-1980: Threat - Canada


NATO - MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction)

NATO - European Attitudes

[NATO - American Leadership-Heritage Foundation]


NATO - Public Opinion - October, 1981

NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control: [TNF April 1981-July 1981]

NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control: Clippings

NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control: [Helicopter Basing]

NATO -TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control: NSC 05/22/1981 Meeting Notes

NATO -TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control: TNF May-June 1981

NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control: State Conference (1)(2)

NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control: Nitze

NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control: ERW Link

NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control: Public Posture - Canadian Paper

NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control: Pappageorge [Colonel John Pappageorge]

NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control: Zero Option

NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control: Eagleburger/Bessertnykh

NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) Arms Control: NSC 10/13/1981 (1)(2)

NATO - Shaping European Public Opinion (1)(2)

NATO - Shaping European Attitudes (empty)

NATO - Shaping European Attitudes (Afghanistan)

[NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces)]: Threat Assessment Paper

[NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces)]: Threat Assessment Charts (1)-(6)

[NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces)]: HLG Threat Assessment (Latest) [September 1981] (1)(2)

[NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces)]: Threat- (Unclassified) (1)(2)

[NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces)]: Threat Assessment (Unclassified)

[NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces)]: Balance (Unclassified) (1)-(3)

[NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces)]: Data [September 1981-November 1981]

[NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces)]: Threat Materials

[NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces)]: Threat Assessment (New Intelligence Item) [May-December 1981]

NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces) - LRTNF Progress (1)(2)

NATO - Anti-Nuclear/Soviet Fronts (1)-(3)

[NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces): Capabilities]
Kraemer - 8

[NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Forces): Warsaw Pact Military Threat to NATO]
[NATO - TNF (Theater Nuclear Force)]: INF Intelligence
NATO - TNF- IGs/NSC: IGS/Study-January-April 1981 (1)-(4)
NATO - TNF - IGs/NSC: Timing April 1981/June 1981
NATO - TNF - IGs/NSC: TNF Backstopping
NATO - TNF-IGs/NSC: [IG's June 1981]
NATO - TNF-IGs/NSC: Arms Control-Perle
NATO - TNF-IGs/NSC: TNF-IGs October 1981/November 1981 (1)-(6)
NATO - TNF-IGs/NSC: INF-Romania
NATO - TNF-IGs/NSC: INF-PRC
NATO - TNF- IGs/NSC: INF Draft Treaty as of 01/16/1982 (1)-(3)

RAC Box 49
NATO I
NATO I: NATO- Ministerial Guidance- May, 1981
NATO I: NATO-SCG (Special Consultative Group)-08/03/1981 (1)-(3)
NATO I: NATO- HLG (High Level Group) 09/01/1981-09/02/1981
NATO I: NATO-HLG (High Level Group) 09/15/1981
NATO I: NATO - SCG (Special Consultative Group)-09/14/1981-09/16/1981(1)-(3)
NATO I: NATO-NPG 10/20/1981-10/21/1981 (1)(2)
NATO II
NATO II: NATO SCG (Special Consultative Group) October, 1981 (1)(2)
NATO II: [NATO SCG (Special Consultative Group) 11/20/1981] (1)(2)
NATO II: NATO- SCG (Special Consultative Group) 11/20/1981
NATO II: NAC (North Atlantic Committee) - December, 1981
NATO II: DPC (Defense Planning Committee)/NAC (North Atlantic Council)
Ministerials - December, 1981 (1)(2)
NATO II: NATO - Nuclear RAND 1981
NATO II: NATO - Meetings (1)-(3)
NATO II: [NATO - NPG - Spring 1982]
NATO - Countries - Belgium -June, 1981
NATO - Countries - Belgium - July, 1981
NATO – Countries - Belgium - August, 1981
NATO – Countries - Belgium - 09/08/1981-10/31/1981
NATO - Countries - Benelux
NATO – Countries - Miscellaneous-Finland, Denmark, Norway, etc.
NATO - Countries - France 12/01/1981-5/31/1981
NATO - Countries - France - June, 1981
NATO – Countries - 07/01/1981-01/31/1982
NATO - Countries - FRG - 06/01/1980-04/30/1981
NATO - Countries - FRG - Hoffman - Z Track
NATO - Countries - FRG - Wuerzbach/Hoffman
NATO – Countries - FRG-H. Hoffman "Atomkrieg... " (1)(2)
NATO- Countries-FRG-May, 1981
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NATO – Countries - FRG-06/01/1981-06/14/1981
NATO - Countries - FRG - 06/15/1981-06/30/1981
NATO - Countries - FRG-July, 1981
NATO - Countries - FRG - August, 1981
NATO – Countries - FRG 09/01/1981-09/17/1981
NATO – Countries - FRG 09/18/1981-09/24/1981
NATO - Countries - FRG 09/25/1981-09/30/1981
NATO - Countries - FRG 10/01/1981-11/30/1981
NATO - Countries - FRG 12/01/1981-01/31/1982
NATO - Countries -FRG-Bahr
NATO - Countries - FRG-Berlin Wall
NATO - Countries - FRG-Brandt June-July 1981
NATO - Countries - FRG-Brandt 09/01/1981-11/30/1981
NATO – Countries - FRG- Schmidt Visit- May, 1981
NATO - Countries - Greece - September-November 1981
NATO - Countries - Greece 12/01/1981-12/06/1981
NATO – Countries - Greece 12/07/1981-12/31/1981
NATO - Countries - Italy
NATO - Countries - Netherlands - 05/01/1981-09/30/1981
NATO - Countries -Netherlands -10/01/1981-11/30/1981
NATO – Countries - Nordic Nuke Free Zone
NATO – Countries - Spain
NATO - Countries - Sweden
NATO - Countries - United Kingdom 04/01/1981-08/31/1981
NATO – Countries - United Kingdom 09/01/1981-12/31/1981
NATO - Countries - Western Europe

RAC Box 50
Nuclear Freeze/START Q's & A's (Classified) -1982
[Nuclear Freeze Proposals, March 1982-April 1982] (1)-(10)
Nuclear Freeze 04/28/1982 (1)-(3)
[Freeze - Private Sector Resources 04/30/1982]
[Meeting on Nuclear Freeze - 05/0711982] (1)-(3)
Nuclear Freeze (Legislative Strategy)- 05/24/1982
[Nuclear Policy Issue - Public Diplomacy/Information Policy; Congressional
     Distribution of AC Material; Q&A Freeze; April-May 1982] (1)-(7)
Nuclear Freeze - Congressional (1)-(5)
White House Public Nuclear Freeze Material (1)(2)
Nuclear Freeze (1)-(3)

RAC Box 51
Congress - Nuclear Freeze Resolution - 1983 (1)-
     (3)
[Nuclear Freeze Resolutions] (1)-(6)

RAC Box 53

RAC Box 54
Nuclear Testing- United Kingdom Paper-January, 1985
[Nuclear Testing - Response to United Kingdom - April, 1985]
Nuclear Testing - United Kingdom NPT (Nuclear Proliferation Testing) - 1985
Nuclear Testing- United Kingdom Paper-June, 1985 ("Seismic Monitoring for A CTB [Comprehensive Test Ban]")
Nuclear Testing - United Kingdom and United States Initiative - September, 1985

RAC Box 55
International Red Cross -Naval Experts Meeting (1)-(3)

RAC Box 59
Organizations/Individuals: Carter, Jimmy- May, 1985
Organizations/Individuals: Pope - January 1982 and [January 1983]
Organizations/Individuals: Committee on the Present Danger - START 1982

RAC Box 62
SCC (Standing Consultative Commission) XXV (08/17/1983-09/19/1983)
SCC (Standing Consultative Commission) XXV (09/20/1983)
SCC (Standing Consultative Commission) XXV (09/21/1983-09/22/1983)
SCC (Standing Consultative Commission) XXV (09/23/1983-09/30/1983)
SCC (Standing Consultative Commission) XXV (10/01/1983-11/17/1983)
SCC (Standing Consultative Commission) XXV (11/18/1983-12/21/1983)
SCC (Standing Consultative Commission) XXVI - SDI Initiative

RAC Box 64
[SCC (Special Consultative Commission) XXXII (July-November, 1986)]: SCC-XXXII Kransoyarsk/Flyingdales/Thule - October, 1986
[SCC (Special Consultative Commission) XXXII (July-November, 1986)]: SCC-
XXXII- SDI Instructions - November 1986 (1)(2)

RAC Box 70
Vienna and Thatcher Visit- Summary-November, 1986
Japan - US Consultations 01/21/1987-01/22/1987 (1)-(3)
[SAT (Anti-Satellite/SDI (1985))]: SDI-NSDD - April, 1985 (1)-(3)
[SDI]: SDI Talking Points - 1985
[SDI]: SDI - Congressman Kraemer "Stars" - August, 1984
SDI - Soviet Propaganda Campaign 1986
SDI - Soviet Active Measures - October, 1986
SDI - "Offensive Use" Rebuttal - November, 1986

RAC Box 72
[USSR]: Soviet Union -Active Measures (1)-(3)

RAC Box Countries 1
El Salvador NSC (1)-(4)
Israel (1)(2)
Korea

RAC Box A07
Donley - Drafts and Notes (1)(2)

RAC Box A08
NATO-Transition - May-December,1980
NATO-Transition - December, 1980
NATO-Transition - December, 1980 Enroute Access Negotiations
NATO-Transition - December, 1980 ISA Notebook

RAC Box Chron 4
CHRON File: May, 1982 (empty)

Box 90095
Chron File, June 1982 (Empty)
Chron File, April 1982
Shaping Europe - Military Balance
Soviet Affairs Committee--ICCUSA
“Posture Statement”- Initial Draft, 12/19/1980 (1)-(3)
[Speeches, Stmts, Papers on the Nuclear Debate, April 1982][Linhard’s]
INF IG, 8 January 1982
Box 90096
IF File: January 1982-June 1982
IF File: June 1982–July 1982
IF File: July 1982–November 1982

Box 90097
Reading Materials [clippings, papers, memos, reports]
Read & File [April 1982-May 1982]
Urgent Reading [April 1982]
Urgent Reading [April 1982]
Urgent Reading & File in notebooks [March 1982-May 1982]

Box 90098
Chron Files, February 1981–September 1981

Box 90099
Congressional, 1981
Cuba
East-West Papers
East-West Papers, 1981
CBW--ACIS, 1981-1982
ACDA--Indian Ocean
INF--General, 1981
Arms Control - UNGA, 1981
Nuclear Testing IGs - 1981
Nuclear Testing IGs
INF, January 1982- March 1982
Human Rights
FBIS [Foreign Broadcast Information Service]
Japan
Libya Air Attack, August 1981
Weinberger - Weekly Report
Yugoslavia

Box 90100
START: Recent Stuff [April 1982-May 1982]
[NSC Meeting 05/03/1982 re: Limitations; throw weight; START; Interim Restraint]
Summit Speeches [May 1982][Pres.]
PRC - US Military/Trade, 1981
E. Germany [Empty]

Box 90102
Intel Documents (Xerox)
Chron, October 1981
TNF Bal [Soviet Claim of Balance in Medium-Range Systems]
S.K. Personal [re: Rostow Memo, September 1981]
Chron, November 1981
Intel Docs (Xerox)

Box 90103
SSOD-II Speech for 06/17/1982
Pakistan - NSC
Nicaragua
Namibia
Mobilization
Afghanistan
Jamaica, January - March 1981
Antis [Anti-Nuclear Movement/Presbyterian Church]
INF - European Attitudes - Gompert
Cuba - State Paper, 1981
START Study Sec IV
START IG/WG, October 1981-December 1981
TNF Arms Control - SCG/Gompert

Box 90206
Chrons, [January 1983; February 1983; June 1983] [Folders contain item listings]

Box 90207
Chrons, [May 1983-August 1983] [Item listing per folder]

Box 90208
Chrons, [March 1983; April 1983; June 1983; August 1983] (Folders have item listings)

Box 90209
Compliance - VC Issues Papers
Compliance - 7 Analytical Reports
Compliance - Meetings, December 1983-January 1984
Compliance - SACPG/VC [November 1983-December 1983]
Compliance - SACPG/VC - Strategy

Box 90210
START [April 1982-June 1982]
START V [January 1982-September 1983]

Box 90211
Compliance - Backup/VC PL-5
Compliance - Report, 01/23/1984
Compliance - VC/General - Memo to Clark, 04/15/1983
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Compliance - 1984
Compliance - [Non-compliance, January 1984]
Compliance - [Non-compliance Rpt., 01/23/1984]

Box 90212
[SCC (Standing Consultative Committee) XXII]
SCC XXVI -- Total Dismantlement
[SCC, September 1983]
SCC XXIV - Understanding on Concurrent Operation
SCC Encryption [SCC XXIV, XXV]
SCC XXIV, Spring, 1983
SCC Submarine (Y-class)
SCC MX
SCC Non-Salt Issues--CBW
[SCC, September 1983-November 1983]
SCC XXVI Cables, Spring 1984
SCC XXVI Instructions
SCC XXVI Concurrent Operations
SCC XXVI Concurrent Operations [empty]
SCC XXVI Closeout Decisions
SCC XXV Concurrent Operations [empty]

Box 90213
[Fact Sheets on Nuclear Weapons Arms Control, 05/04/1982]
[Compliance Strategy, October 1983]
SPG [Special Planning Group][January 1983-April 1983]
Public Diplomacy

Box 90214
[INF: Public Diplomacy; Soviet/E. European View; Allies; November 1983-December 1983]
INF VI [December 1982-November 1983]
INF IG, 01/19/1983
USIA Strategy on INF Deployment

Box 90215
CBW [Chemical/Bio Warfare]: US Programs [Binder]
CBW [Guidance, Working Group; etc.] [Binder]
CBW: Verification [Binder]
CBW: Work Program [Binder]
CBW: USSR [Binder]
Intelligence - Miscellaneous

Box 90216
CBM Speech, 11/22/1982
Q/A Arms Control ABM Treaty, Rev 1982
CBMs - 1982 – 11/22/1982 Speech
Presidential Speech, November 1982 [re: Arms Cont, 11/18/1982]
[Q/A re: Arms Control, 1982]
ABM Treaty Review, 1982

Box 90278
SCC - XXII, Fall 1982
Public Diplomacy USIA INF Proposal - 1st draft
Nuclear Arms Control Info Group Meetings, 1982
CBW, 1981 [Chem/Bio Weapons]
CBW, 1982
INF V, 05/17/1983-07/14/1983
START IV, 06/08/1983-08/02/1983
Nuclear Testing, 1982

Box 90279
ASAT, 1982
Nuclear Testing, 1982
CBW Arms Control, [1982]
Hold for Review - Kraemer (2) (Including INF Round IV & V)
SCC & START, 1982

Box 90280
[START]
SSOD II - Presidential Stmt [Special Session On Disarm]
START Round III
Strategic Intelligence in National Ser. Decision (A Senior Thesis)
Nuclear Testing
Info Policy Group -Backup-, August 1982-October 1982
[A.C. Policy; START; INF; NATO Modernization]
MBFR, 1982
SCC, Spring 1983
SSOD II - Issues/Point Paper
SSOD II - Overview
SSOD II - Major Reports
SSOD II - Confidence Buildup Measures

Box 90281
Chrons, November 1982-December 1982

Box 90282
Chrons, May 1982
Chrons, October 1982
Box 90283
Chrons, January 1982-April 1982

Box 90284
Chrons, December 1981
Chrons, April 1982
Chrons, July 1982-September 1982

Box 90285
ASAT/Space Backup, 1981
SSOD Backup, 1982
START, April 1982-May 1982
[unfolded: START, INF, ABM, SALT II; February 1983-April 1983]
Hold for Review - Kraemer

Box 90286
Chrons, March 1982-April 1982

Box 90287
Soviet Statements on Arms Control Matters, 06/30/1981-12/31/1981"
Soviet Statements re SCC (SCC-XX), 10/14/1981-11/19/1981"
Soviet Statements on Arms Control Matters, 01/01/1982-06/30/1982" (2 copies)
Soviet Statements on Arms Control Matters, 07/01/1982-12/31/1982"
Soviet Statements re SCC Matters (SCC-XXI), 03/16/1982-04/26/1982"
Soviet Statements at START I, 06/29/1982-08/12/1982"
Soviet Statements at INF Negotiations (INF - III), 09/30/1982-11/30/1982, Vol I & II

Box 90288
Chrons, June 1982

Box 90366
Chrons, September 1983-December 1983

Box 90368
START - Rowny, 08/18/1983-08/19/1983
START - Rowny, Spring 1984
START - June 01 Meetings
START - Woolsey, Jim
START - ACDA Proposal, September 1984
START VI - Tradeoffs
START VI - USSR - Subs/SLBM’s, 1984
START VI - Backfire
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START VI - Congressional Resolutions/Letters - START/Build-down
START VI - Build-down - NSC Meeting, 09/10/1983
START VI - Build-down - Nunn/Percy/Cohen, 09/09/1983-09/12/1983
START VI - Build-down - Cong. Pressler, July 1983
START VI - Build-down - Cong/Pres - Correspondence
START VI - Cong. Cohen - Build-down, 1983
START VI - Build-down
START - Public Diplomacy - Awareness Cable
START - [Pres. Statement; Rowney Statement; Work Program; Intell; SLCM; SLBM; Throw Weight], 06/10/1983
START - DNA Study, March 1982
[START - Meetings, August 1983-September 1983]
START IV - Summaries, US/USSR Treaty Texts
START V - End of Round Summary
START V - Build-down
[JCS, Night Train 1984, Vols I, III, IV, of IV, Post-Strike Capabilities Description]
All Build-down - [SACPG Meeting, September 1983]
All Build-down - Build-down Analysis (Non-IG)
All Build-down - Build-down IG Paper, 07/08/1983
All Build-down - Build-down Anser Briefing, July 1983 [Contractor]
All Build-down - Build-down Briefing Charts, 1983
All Build-down - Build-down Glenn/Kent Proposal

Box 90452
Geneva - NSPG, 11/30/1984
Geneva - SACG, 11/26/1984
Geneva - SACG, 11/21/1984
Geneva - Allies, November 1984-December 1984
Geneva - Chain Group [John Chain], November 1984-December 1984
Geneva - ACDA, November 1984
Geneva - ASAT, November 1984 - December 1984
Umbrella - Soviet Union
Umbrella - USG Statements, September 1984-November 1984
Umbrella - ASACPG Backup, September 1984-November 1984
Umbrella - NSC/Staff, September 1984-November 1984
Arms Control - SACGP, 10/04/1984
Arms Control - Gromyko Meeting, September 1984
Geneva - Soviet Union, December 1984
Geneva - Soviet Union, November 1984
START: Abshire, David
Rowney OP-ED
START - Rowney Proposals, Fall 1984
INF - Nuclear Stock Pile 1984
INF - Soviet Options Spring 1984
INF - START Merger
INF - Nitze - Rank/Medal
START IG 07/18/1984
START NSC Meeting 03/27/1984
START VI SACPG Spring 1984
START NSDD 137 Arms Control 04/02/1984
START SACPG 03/22/1984
START INF SACPG 03//30/1984
[START] SACPG Meeting 04/09/1984
START SACPG 03/16/1984
START SACPG Speech 05/17/1984
START SACPG 05/04/1984
START SACPG IG Meeting 04/20/1984
START SACPG Chernenko Letter April 1984
START SACPG INF Meeting 04/17/1984

Box 90453
Geneva - Soviet August 1985-September 1985
Geneva - SACG 07/22/1985
Geneva - Adelman, July 1985
Geneva - Round II Wrap-up, July 1985
Geneva - Round II Instructions, 05/28/1985
Geneva - Gorbachev, June 1985
INF - NPT Backgrounder (Space), June 1985
Geneva - Round II - SACG, 05/20/1985
Geneva - Round II - SACG, 05/17/1985
Geneva - Shultz - Gromyko, 05/14/1985
Geneva - Round II Review, May 1985
Geneva - NSC Meeting., 03/06/1985
Geneva - SACPG, 03/05/1985
Geneva - NSC Meeting., 03/04/1985
Geneva - SACG, 03/01/1985
Geneva - SACG, 02/26/1985
Geneva - SACG Papers, 02/26/1985
Geneva - SACG, 02/22/1985
Geneva - SACG, 02/19/1985
Soviet Union - Arms Control, February 1985
Geneva - Soviet Union, January 1985
Geneva - McFarlane Backgrounders, December-January
Geneva - Public Affairs
Geneva - US; US/Soviet - Announcements
Geneva - SACG, 12/26/1984
[Geneva] - Start Rowny Meeting with President, 12/19/1985
Geneva - NSPG, 12/17/1984
Geneva - SACG, 12/14/1984
Geneva - NSPG, 12/10/1984
Geneva - SACG, 12/07/1984
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Geneva - NSPG, 12/05/1984
Geneva - SACG, 12/03/1984

Box 90555
Anti and Exiles [Vietnam 1968-1973] (1)-(3)
"Border Security in South Vietnam", Rand Study February 1971
Cambodia January 1973-July 1973 (1)(2)
Cambodia-Communist 1972-1973 (1)-(11)
Cambodia August 1973-December 1973 (1)-(9)
"The Cost of Security in Mainland Southeast Asia" June 1973
Laos-1973 (1)-(13)
Narcotics 1971-1973 (1)-(5)
NLF 1967-1968 [National Liberation Front –Viet Cong] (1)-(6)
NVN 1966-1969 [North Vietnam] (1)-(7)
NVN 1967 (1)-(3)
SEATO [Southeast Asia Treaty Organization] 1967-1973 (1)-(6)
Sihanouk 1972-1973 (1)-(3)

Box 90556
NATO - MBFR [no folders]
NATO TNF Functional Requirements [Requirements] (no folders)

Box 90557
[VC Terror December 1967-December 1968]
[VC Terror 1969]
[VC Terror 1970-1973] (1)-(6)
Security Assistance Transition, 1980
Security Assistance Transition, 1980 [Wars]
Security Assistance Transition, 1980 [Tab T]
Defense Security Assistance Agency (DSAA), The Journal, 06/30/1980
A Modern Responsive Force...U.S. Army of the 80's
DOD Annual Report FY 1981 (1)(2)
DOD Defense Report FY 1982 (1)-(4)
Hyland/Simes - Contract
External Research - Transition, 1980
Net Assessment - Transition, 1980
Department of State Transition, 1980 (1)-(5)
Reagan - Transition - OSD Policy Plans (1)-(4)
Department of Defense Directive
Department of Defense Instruction
NEASA (Near East; Africa, Southwest Asia)
ISA/FMRA
Transition Review
ISA/NEASA
National Security Issues
Foreign Media Reaction to the 1980 U.S. Presidential Election
Resume/Press Release

Box 90574
Chrons, April 1984-June 1984 (Item listing per folder)

Box 90575
Chrons, June 1984-August 1984 (Item listings)

Box 90576
Chrons, January 1984-March 1984 (Item listings)

Box 90592
Chrons, January 1982-March 1982
Arms Control - SALT
[Soviet: Balance; HLG Talking Pts; SCG; Functional Requirements][July 1981]
Follow-up Actions [1981]

Box 90715
MBFR(Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Soviet Proposal February 1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Decision Package 10/24/1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Options Paper 09/05/1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Presidential Stmt September 1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - CIA Manpower Estimate 09/30/1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - OSD Mil. Implications Brief 09/11/1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - SACG 09/11/1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - NSC Meeting 10/18/1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Stevens Amendment □ 1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - NSDD October 1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - SecDef & Chm JCS Memos 10/19/1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Trilateral 09/18/1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Blackwill/McFarlane 09/10/1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - McFarlane Update August 1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - IG 09/04/1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - McFarlane Update 08/16/1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Strategy Study September 1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Blackwill Review 09/07/1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - IG, 07/26/1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - FRG, Summer 1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Amb. Blackwill/Pres., 05/21/1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - McF Update, 04/25/1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - IG, 04/01/1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Warsaw Pact Forces (NI-llM, 1985), April 1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Review Study, March 1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Spring 1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - 1985
[MBFR] (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - CD Miscellaneous Review/Filing, 1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Brzezinski, 03/06/1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Ruth Visit, 01/28/1985
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - IG Study, Spring 1985
MBFR(Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Pres. Statement, 01/30/1985
MBFR(Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - NSDD, October 1983
MBFR(Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Pres Decision Package, September 1983-October 1983
MBFR(Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - NSC Meeting., 09/06/1983
MBFR(Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - NSC Meeting., 05/18/1983
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Initiative, April 1983
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - 1979-1981 Inspection
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Compliance/GAC [1984]
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Delegation Study, November 1984
MBFR(Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - IG, 07/26/1984
MBFR(Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - Summer Round, 1984
MBFR(Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - IG, 12/20/1984

Box 90716
CD [Conference on Disarmament] - Summary of 1985 Session - September
CD - IG 1985
CD - Computer Program of Disarmament, Fall 1985
CD - Space/ASAT
CD - Instructions, Summer
CD - Space - Bilateral Interface
CD - RW...IG., 08/15/1985 [Radiological Warfare]
CD - PNW Options Paper, April 1985 [Prevent Nuclear War]
CD - RW/PNW Decision Memo, June 1985
CD - Guidance, Spring/February 1985
CD - Mandates [DOD]
CDE [Conference on Disarmament - Europe] - Fall
CDE - Sensor Measure, October
CDE - Goodby Non-Paper, 09/17/1985
CDE - Policy Package, 09/07/1985
CDE - Policy Package, 09/24/1985
CDE - Round 7 (Cables) September 1985-October 1985 [empty]
CDE - McF, Goodby, Etc. [Amb. James Goodby]
CDE - Work Program/Allies, August-September
CDE - Summer Session
CDE - Hansen, Lynn...Articles, May 1985
CDE - Soviet Spending Freeze Proposals, Spring 1985
CDE - Non-Use of Force
CDE - Rand Study on CBM’s, July 1985
CDE - Spring 1985 Instructions
CDE - Proposal Matrix, April 1985
CDE - IG, 03/06/1985 & 03/11/1985
CDE - Press Statement, Round 6, 05/13/1985
CDE - Goodby, Pres., 01/17/1985
CDE - IG, 12/20/1984
CDE - IG, 10/25/1984
CDE - Winter Session 1984 (Instructions)
CDE - IG, 07/19/1984
CDE - Round 2 Cables, May 1984-June 1984
CDE - Round 1 Cables, January 1984-March 1984
CDE - Spring 1984
CDE - Goodby/Pres., March 1984
CDE - Non-Use of Force & No 1st Use, 1984
CDE - Aerial Inspections, Spring 1984
CDE - IG, 1983-1984
CDE - Draft Agreement
CDE - End of Report, March 1984
CDE - Q/A Public Diplomacy
CDE - Goodby/Press, 01/06/1984
CDE - Fall 1983 Instructions
CDE - Constraints
CDE - Soviet Union
CDE - Delegation/Procedure
CDE - FRG
CDE - MBFR
CDE - Nuclear Free Zones
CDE - 7 Measures (Drafts), 1983
CDE - France
CDE - Sensors
CDE - Large Scale Activities Constraints
CDE - Goodby Press Conferences

Box 90717
Africa: Transition 1980 (1)-(3)
Asia/Pacific: Transition 1980 (1)-(5)
Gulf Security: Transition 1980 (1)-(9)
Latin America: Transition 1980 (1)-(3)
Mideast / N. Africa/ S. W. Asia: Transition 1980 (1)-(5)
International Economics/Technology Transfer: Transition 1980 (1)-(7)
Perry Visit to PRC [September 1980]: Transition 1980 (1)-(4)

Box 90718
Geneva- Start IG, 02/13/1985
Geneva- INF, 1985
Geneva- Delegation News Conf., 01/08/1985
Geneva- December-January Papers, February 1985
Geneva- START Backfire, 1985
Geneva- SACG/NSC Schedule
Geneva- NSDD 160, 01/24/1985
Geneva- Airlift Support, 1985
Geneva- 3 New Negs, 01/18/1985 [Negotiators]
Geneva- SACG. 01/16/1985
Geneva- Pres News Conference (& Backup), 01/09/1985
Geneva- Bottom Line, January 1985
Geneva- Cong. Dole, December 1984
START- INF Ballistic Missile Verification, December 1984
START- INF Mobiles/SLCM Summer 1985
START- Backfire (DIA Reassessment), August 1985
START- Mobile ICBM’s Verification, May 1985-September 1985
START- SLCM Verification, 1985
START- SLCM Briefing, May 1985
START- SLCM Verification Report, March 1985
START- Non-Deployed Missiles, April 1985
START- INF CVG Ballistic Missile Count - Balance Data, June 1985
INF Verification - Sierra/DNA, November 1985
INF Aircraft, 1985
INF CVG Verification, 1985
INF SS-20's
START- Mobile ICBM - CVG Verification, August 1984
START- Verification, March 1985 (8 ACDA Papers)
START- SLBM (Verification), December 1984
START- ALCM Limits
START- SLCM Mathias, May 1984
INF - Treaty Text
START SACPG Concepts, May 1984
START VI- Work Program
INF - Lehman/SACPG Options, May 1984
INF - SACPG, Spring 1984
Senior Arms Control Policy Group
Senior Arms Control Policy Group -- Calendar
Senior Arms Control Policy Group -- Current Meeting
START/SALT
INF Canada
[INF-Greece]
INF Netherlands

Box 90719
Geneva - Nitze Negotiating with the Soviets 10/23/1985
Geneva - NSPG 10/22/1985
UN 40th General Assembly Delegate Discretion 10/19/1985
Geneva - Shultz N. Atlantic Assembly 10/14/1985
Geneva - SACG 10/08/1985
Geneva - [CW] Study September 1985
Geneva - SACG 10/01/1985
Geneva - Support Group Fall 1985
Geneva - Suchan Framework September 1985
Geneva - McFarlane Backgrounder - OSD, Etc Charts, October 1985
Geneva - McFarlane Backgrounder, 10/08/1985
Geneva - Gorbachev Proposal Ratios, October 1985
Geneva - Gorbachev in France, 10/02/1985-10/03/1985
Geneva - Reagan/Gorbachev USIA Programs
Geneva - SACG, 09/27/1985
Defense & Space Work Program, Spring 1985
[SDI - Allied Consultations]
ASAT (Anti-Satellite Arms Talks) - Space Incidents - IG Papers, 01/07/1985
ASAT (Anti-Satellite Arms Talks) - Space IG Work Program, January 1985
ASAT (Anti-Satellite Arms Talks) - Gist, May 1984
ASAT (Anti-Satellite Arms Talks) - UN (1st Comm), Fall 1984
ASAT (Anti-Satellite Arms Talks) - Cong., April 1984-December 1984
ASAT (Anti-Satellite Arms Talks) - Cong. Dicks, June 1984
ASAT (Anti-Satellite Arms Talks) - Cong. Testimony, Spring 1984
ASAT (Anti-Satellite Arms Talks) - Cong. Briefings-Mail, 1984
ASAT (Anti-Satellite Arms Talks) - Cong. Pell, 1984
ASAT (Anti-Satellite Arms Talks) - Space - Adelman Q/A’s, January 1985
ASAT (Anti-Satellite Arms Talks) - Cong Q/A’s - DOD, September 1984
ASAT (Anti-Satellite Arms Talks) - Space - US Test, October 1984
ASAT (Anti-Satellite Arms Talks) - Space - UN

Box 90720
CBW-BWC Convention [empty]
ASAT - NSC Meeting., 09/14/1984
ASAT - NSC Meeting., 09/07/1984
ASAT - Pres. Package, 08/01/1984
ASAT - Strategy, July 1984
ASAT - SACPG, 07/27/1984
ASAT - SACPG, 07/20/1984
ASAT - IG, 06/25/1984
ASAT - SACPG, 06/14/1984
ASAT – Q’s & A’s, 1984
ASAT - Report to Congress (unclassified) December Package, 03/30/1984
ASAT - Report to Congress (classified) December Package, 04/02/1984
ASAT - Space - Report to Congress, March1984
ASAT - Spring, 1984
ASAT - IG Meeting., 04/19/1984
ASAT - Soviet Proposal, August 1984
ASAT - Sagan/Garwin, 1984
ASAT - Studies & Options, 1984
ASAT - Space - SACPG Meeting., 02/07/1984
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ASAT - Option 2,3,4 Studies, 1984
ASAT - Spring, 1984

Box 90721
CW - Proliferation NIE - May 1985, August 1985
CBW - US Prog.- Congressional Conference, 07/25/1985
CBW - Allies (Brussels), 09/05/1985-09/06/1985
CW - Alliance Consultants, June 1985
CBW - Inspections Handbook (ACDA), July 1985
CBW - IG, 01/24/1985
CW - Weapons Destruction OSD Charts, April 1985
CW - DOE Facilities, May 1985
CBW - US Program/Commission, 1984-1985
CBW - Allies, 29- 11/29/1984
CBW - Allies (Quad), 11/05/1984
CBW - IG, 10/24/1984
CBW - UN, Fall 1984
CBW - IG, 09/25/1984
CBW - Allies, Fall 1984
CBW - Resolving Compliance Issues, Fall 1984
CBW - Japan Briefs, Fall 1984
CBW - IG, 05/10/1985
CBW - Allies (France)
CBW - CD/IG/UN/NAC, September 1984
CW - Pres News Conference, 04/04/1984
CBW - Treaty Consultations, 1984
CBW - Verification Study, February 1984
CBW - US CW Modernization
CBW - Public Diplomacy
CW - CIA
CBW - UN Submission, January 1984-February 1984
CBW - IG, 1984
CBW - Soviet Proposal, January 1984
CBW - Public Diplomacy, 1984
CBW - [Miscellaneous Review]
CBW - 1983
CBW - ACDA Treaty
CBW - Treaty Alliance Consultations, 1984
CBW - V.P.’s Briefing Book, April 1984
CBW - Work Program, April 1984
CW - Use Report
CW - Quayle

Box 90722 (Some of the documents are marked as being David Sullivan’s, ACDA
[ACDA Transition Final Report]
[SPECIAL SALT STUDY – TREATY VERIFICATION AND COMPLIANCE, 1975-1981](1)-(11)
[Special SALT Study – Treaty Verification and Compliance, 1979-1981](1)-(8)
[Special SALT Study – Verification and Compliance Charts] (1)-(4)

[Special SALT Study – Transparencies for Briefing re Arms Control Verification and Compliance, 1981] (1)-(3)
Sullivan's Documents [05/01/1981 Inventory of Documents re Soviet Arms Control Compliance in Dave Sullivan's Drawer]
Transparencies (c.f.)

Box 90723
Geneva - Pres/Shevardnadze, September 1985
Geneva - Shultz/Shevardnadze, 09/25/1985
Geneva - Gorbachev Interview (TIME), September 1985
Geneva - DST Transition/Terms, September 1985 [Def/Space]
Geneva - SACG, 09/24/1985
Geneva - SACG, 09/20/1985
Geneva - D&S Definitions, Fall 1985
Geneva - Round III Instructions, September 1985
Geneva - Management Plan, September 1985
Geneva - NSC Meeting, 09/13/1985
Geneva - Pres & Ambassadors, 09/13/1985
Geneva - SACG, 09/11/1985
Geneva - SACG, 09/06/1985
Geneva - SACG, 09/04/1985
Geneva - Byrd Codel, 09/03/1985
Geneva - INF Guidance (Round III), September 1985
[Geneva] - INF - IG, 09/03/1985
Geneva - START Balance Data, 1985
CBM’s - Risk Reduction Centers --Ron Lehman
Helsinki - Shultz/Shevardnadze, 08/01/1985
Geneva - Ex-Pres. Briefing (Round II), July 1985
[Geneva] - Mobile ICBM’s
Geneva - Round I - End/Summary, April 1985
Geneva - Soviet Union
Geneva - Round I - End/Summary
Geneva - SACG, 04/26/1985
Geneva - SACG, 04/03/1985
Geneva - Soviet Moratorium, 03/19/1985
Geneva - Def. Systems - Understandings, 1985
Geneva - Last Week Summary, March 1985-April, 1985
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Geneva - Soviet, March 1985
Geneva - Allies, February 1985
Geneva - SACG, 02/23/1985
Geneva - Soviet Union, February 1985
Geneva - NSDD Instructions, 03/08/1985
Geneva - NSC Mtg., 03/04/1985
Geneva - Verification, December 1984-January 1985
Geneva - Charts, February 1985

Box 90724
SCC (Standing Consultative Committee) XXIX - D&D Decision, October 1985
[Dismantle/Destroy]
SCC XXIX - End of Round/Next Round Prep.
SCC XXIX - SLBM Dismantlement, October 1985
SCC - SALT II - Dismantling & Destruction, Fall 1985
SCC XXIX - Decision Memo, September 1985
SCC XXIX - Alternative Resolutions Paper, 10/01/1985
SCC XXIX - Compliance Updates, Fall 1985
SCC XXIX - Erosion of ABM Treaty
SCC XXIX - Tasking, July 1985-August 1985
SCC XXVIII - Instruction Cables, April 1985
SCC XXVIII - Data Denial, April 1985
SCC Common Understanding, 04/01/1985
SCC XXVIII - Decision Memo, March 1985
SCC XXVIII - Prep, February 1985-March 1985
SCC XXVIII
SCC XXVIII - SS -NX - 23
SCC XXVIII
SCC XXVII - SS-16
SCC XXVIII - Backstopping
SCC XXVIII - SA - X - 12
SCC XXVII - Data Denial
SCC XXVII - Common Understanding
SCC XXVII - ABM Rapid Reload
SCC XXVII - Krasnoyarsk Radar
SCC XXVII - Mobile ABMS
SCC XXVII - US SDI
SCC XXVII - US Pave Paws Radar
SCC XXVII - US INF
SCC XXVII - Decision Paper September 1984
SCC XXV - Instructions
SCC XXVI - Instructions Spring 1984

Box 90919
[3 accordion folders, unlabeled]
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[State Dept Cables, September 1986-December 1986, various topics]

Box 91038
Geneva - NAC Statement 01/14/1987
Geneva - Shultz Memo 01/22/1987
Geneva - NST Ambs./Pres. 01/12/1987
Geneva - NAC Communiqué December 1986
Geneva - Options December 1986 [CW]
Geneva - NSDD on Ballistic Missiles October 1986
Geneva Brief - Former Pres. October 1985
Geneva - U.S. Soviet Meeting 12/02/1986-12/05/1986
Geneva - Shultz/Shevardnadze November 1986
Iceland - Soviet Postscripts October 1986
Iceland - Reagan T.V. Address 10/13/1986
Iceland - Summary/Notes October 1986
Iceland - Key Issues, TPs October 1986
Iceland - NSPG 10/07/1986
Iceland - Summit 10/11/1986-10/12/1986
Iceland - Prep Plan Pres October 1986
Iceland - Meeting 10/11/1986-10/12/1986
Geneva - Round VI - Public Diplomacy September 1986
Geneva - Round VI - Final Instruction/NSDD September 1986
Geneva - NST Experts/Wash. 09/05/1986-09/06/1986
Geneva - NSDD Instructions, August 1985
Geneva - NST Experts/Moscow, 08/11/1986-08/12/1986
Geneva - Experts GP Calendar, August 1986-September 1986
Geneva - US Counter Proposals - NSDD, October 1985
Geneva - Round VI End, 11/12/1985
Geneva - New Instructions (Final) & NSPG, 10/27/1986
Geneva - Round VI - New Instructions, 10/01/1986 Drafts

Box 91039
PRC/US Consultations, 06/04/1985-06/05/1985
PRC - Adelman, 1984
PRC/US Nuclear Agreement, 1985
PRC Arms Control Visit, 04/17/1986
CBM’s - Strasbourg, 05/08/1985
CBM’s - Risk Reduction Ctr, 1985
CBM’s - Hotline Talks
CBM’s - UN
CBM’s - Data Exchange
CBM’s - DOD Report/JCML, March 1983
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CBM’s - Jackson/Nunn
CBM’s - 1983 [Incl. November 22 Speech to Moscow Negotiations & Nuclear Incidents]

Box 91040
Chrons [August 1985-December 1985][folders contain item listings]

Box 91041
ASAT : US/Soviet 1978/79 [empty; item trans]
ASAT : IG Rpt to SACG February 1985
ASAT : Space Strategy Paper May 1984
ASAT : CD Mandate August 1983
ASAT : NSC Meeting 08/17/1984
ASAT : US/Soviet Exchanges Summer 1984
ASAT : Canada - CD - August 1984
ASAT : CD Spring 1984
ASAT : UN (1st Comm.) November 1983
ASAT : Percy (S. Res. 43) February 1983
ASAT : Pressler November 1982-December 1982
ASAT - US Test/Certification, Fall 1985
ASAT - Adelman HASC Testimony, 09/18/1985
SDI - Allies, January 1985-February 1985
SDI - Allies - FRG
SDI - Compliance Report
SDI - Soviet Programs, March 1985
SDI - Congressional Report, 03/01/1985

Box 91042
CW (Chemical Weapons) - 1983
CW - Verification Workshop, November 1983
CW - Public Diplomacy, 09/08/1983
CW - 1983
CW - ACIS, 1982
CW - Detailed Views, January 1982
CBW - January 1982
CBW - Binaries, January 1982
CBW - CD Summer
CBW - CD, February 1982
NSDD 18 - CBW Arms Control
CBW - Posture Statements, 1982
CBW - IG, 08/06/1981 State
CW - Fall 1987
CBW - Arms Control IG Study, June 1981
CW/CD, 1981

Box 91043
INF - Nitze/Pres 01/17/1984
Geneva Cong. Advisors 1985
INF - FRG PI & SRINF 1985 [Pershing]
Geneva - INF - Soviet Options April 1986
Geneva - Summit 1986
Geneva - New INF (NSDD-214) (Letters to Allies/Gorbachev) 02/21/1986
Geneva - INF Options 02/18/1986
Geneva - Gorbachev Repsonse & All Coms. (NSDD) February 1986
Verification - START/INF (SACG DISC) January 1986
Verification - INF (1st SACG) 02/19/1986
Geneva START/INF Mobile Missile Verif. 10/18/1985
INF Mobile Missiles (CVG) October 1985

Geneva NSPG (Response to Gorbachev) 02/03/1986
Geneva - SACG (Response to Gorbachev) 01/23/1986
Geneva - SACG (Response to Gorbachev & Verification.) 01/28/1986
Geneva - Gorbachev Proposal 01/16/1986
Geneva - Post Summit NSDD January 1986
Geneva - Round 4 NSDD - 206 01/15/1986
Geneva - SACG (RSVP Pub./Diplomacy) 01/14/1986
Geneva - SACG 01/07/1986
U.S. Proposal Fact Sheet 11/13/1985
Brief Geneva Fact Sheet/Themes Statement 11/21/1985
Geneva - Charts (Classif) October 1985
Geneva - NSPG 11/14/1985
Geneva - NSPG 11/12/1985
Geneva - SACG 11/08/1985
Geneva - SACG 11/12/1985
Adelman, Kenneth - UN 1st Comm. 11/13/1985
INF Netherlands Deployment Decision 11/01/1985
Geneva Miscellaneous Filing

Box 91044
Verification - Doug George Memo, 09/09/1985 [item removed] [empty]
Interim Restraint - SALT I Footnote, July 1985
Compliance - Washington Times Compliance Report, August 1985
Compliance - Perle Q/A (SASC), July 1985
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Compliance - Gist, August 1985
Compliance - Cong Symms/Wallop, 06/24/1985
Compliance - Cong Hamilton Q/A, March 1985-August 1985
Interim Restraint - Cables, June 1985
Interim Restraint - Perle Press Guidance, 06/19/1985
Interim Restraint - Senator Glenn, 06/19/1985
Compliance, June 1985  Interim Restraint.
IR – 06/10/1985 Unclassified
IR - Q/A, 06/10/1985
Compliance - Soviet Counter Charges, Spring 1985
Compliance - Congressional, 1985 - Durenberger, March 1985-April 1985
Compliance - Congressional, 1985 - Lugar, April 1985
Compliance - Congressional, 1985 - McClure, April 1985
Compliance - Congressional, 1985 - Simon, March 1985
Compliance - Congressional, 1985 - Symms/East/McClure, March 1985
Compliance - Congressional, 1985 - Hamilton
Compliance - Congressional, 1985 - House Foreign Affairs, March 1985
Compliance - Congressional, 1985 - Helms/Symms, March 1985
Compliance - Congressional, 1985 - Commission, February 1985
Compliance - Congressional, 1985 - Symms, 01/02/1985
Compliance - Congressional, 1985 - Symms/East, January 1985
Compliance - Congressional, 1985 - [Symms/East]
Compliance - Congressional, 1985 - Nitze Q/A, March 1985
Compliance - Revision/Tasking, March, 1985
Compliance - February 1985 Report Data Denial
Compliance - Geneva Verification, February 1985
Compliance – 02/01/1985 Report - Miscellaneous
[Unlabeled; item removed; empty]
Compliance - February 1985 Report
Compliance/Verification - Miscellaneous Filing/Review, 1985

Box 91045
CW[Chemical Weapons]: DIA Publication, September 1986
CW: FRG Modernization, May 1986
CW: IG, 05/15/1986
CW: US Programs, HR 2124
CW: US/Soviet Proliferation Meeting, 03/05/1986-03/06/1986
CW: Articles X & XI, 1986
CW: Collective Guidance, January 1986
CBW[Chemical-Biological Weapons]: Non-Proliferation - IG, December 1985
CBW: USIA Publ., January 1985
CBW: CD Guidance, Spring 1985
CBW: ACIS - FY 1986, December 1984
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Box 91046
SCC (Standing Consultative Committee) -XXXII - Instructions, October 1986
SCC-XXXII - Issue Papers, 1986
SCC-XXXII, 10/01/1986
SCC- Cong. Fascell, July 1986
SCC- New NSDD, April 1986-October 1986
SCC Management/Personnel, October 1986
SCC-XXXII - Special Session, July 1986
SCC-XXXII - Special Session, 1986
SCC-XXX - Follow-on Instructions, March 1986
SCC-XXX - Decision Paper, February 1986
Interim Restraint - For Sorting/Destruction, 1986
Interim Restraint - Report to Congress, June 1986
Interim Restraint - Draft NSDO/Pres Statement, May 1986
RSVP Fascell Resolution, June 1986
Compliance - Pell Amend. Report, January 1987
Xerox [memo re: Guidance of Geneva Round 3]
Compliance - Public Diplomacy, July 1986
Compliance - FRG Question, August 1986
Compliance - Risk Reduction US/Soviet Meeting, August 1986
Compliance - [European Reaction]
Compliance - F. E. Warren AFB, 1986
Compliance - Soviet Charges Rebutted, July 1986
Interim Restraint - Press Guidance, 1986
Interim Restraint - Soviet Response
Interim Restraint - Public Diplomacy
Interim Restraint - New Legislation, June 1986
Interim Restraint - Pro-Admin Res., June 1986
Interim Restraint - Shultz - Weinberger Letter to Cong., 06/18/1986
Interim Restraint - RSVP, June 1986
Interim Restraint - Classified Package, June 1986
Interim Restraint - Unclassified. Report to Congress, June 1986

Box 91047
[2nd Compliance Report, Fall 1984]
Compliance Report, January 1985
[Compliance Decision Paper, November 1984]
SCC- Common Understanding, 07/02/1985
Compliance, November 1984-December 1984; Miscellaneous
SCC XXVII
SCC History
Compliance Backfire Blackjack
Compliance Backfire Helms, May 1984
SCC XXVII - SS-N-X-23
Compliance - Yankee Dismantlement, Fall 1984
Compliance - SS-MX -23, Fall 1984
Compliance - Backfire/Blackjack
Compliance - Work Program, Spring 1984
Compliance - SNDV, Fall 1984
Compliance - Miscellaneous Review, January 1984-March 1984
SCC XXVI, Spring 1984; XXVII, Summer 1984
SCC - Work Program Summer 1984
SCC - SA-X-12
SCC - History

Box 91048
IR - MIRV Limits, August 1986
IR - Helms, 07/08/1986
RSVP - Helms/McClure, May 1986-June 1986
IR - Cong S.2518, August 1986
IR - Force Projections - Class Report, June 1986
IR - Form Letter, June 1986
IR - Talking Points, June 1986
RSVP - Standard Reply, June 1986
Non-compliance - Implications
IR - Bumpers/Leahy Res., June 1986
SDI - Pres. Statement, February 1987
IR - Helms/McClure, May 1986-June 1986
RSVP - Report to Congress, June 1986
INTEL - SALT II & Soviet Program, July 1986
RSVP - Report to Congress, Classified
IR - Cong Dicks, August 1986
RSVP - Chart Sets, April 1986
Compliance - Argentina, May 1986
Compliance - Eimer (SSCI), 03/11/1986
Compliance - Annex Updates, March 1986
Compliance - DOD Study, November 1985
[IR – Presidents’ Statement; US Policy; NSDD]
RSVP - Soviet RV’s in 79, 05/27/1986
RSVP - Poindexter, Chafee et al, 06/11/1986
RSVP - Decision/Info Cables, 05/27/1986
RSVP - SALT I Issue, May 1986
RSVP – Presidents’ Statement, May 1986
RSVP - Cons Ireland et al, 04/21/1986
RSVP - Hollings Suit, May 1986
RSVP - Poindexter to Agencies, 05/12/1986
RSVP - SALT II/Burt - Senator Helms, May 1986
RSVP - McClure, 04/27/1986
RSVP - Quayle, Hollings, Hatch, East, Helms, 05/06/1986
RSVP - [SALT II Draft]
RSVP - IR Report, 06/10/1986
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RSVP - Compliance Report, December 1985
RSVP - Brief Q/A
RSVP - NSDD 222 Alliance Consultations, April 1986
RSVP - NSDD 222 Congressional Consultations, April 1986
RSVP - Sec. 33, 1961
RSVP - Draft NSDD, 04/11/1986
RSVP - SACG, 04/11/1986
RSVP - Pres. Statement, April 1986
RSVP - NSPG, 03/25/1986
RSVP - SACG, 03/21/1986
RSVP - SACG, 03/14/1986
RSVP - IR - Poindexter letter to Congress, 01/15/1986
RSVP - IR - Fascel, January 1986-February 1986
RSVP - OSD Report, December 1985

Box 91049
(Nuclear Testing)
Charts
IG, 10/03/1984
Australia N2
Australia N2 - UN, Fall 1984
UN, Fall 1984
Foreign Test. Threshold Announcement, 1985
Cong. Walgren, April 1985
Barker (ACDA) Testimony, 05/08/1985
Spring, 1984
U.S. Demarche, May 1984
Options Paper, Spring 1984
IG, 1983
3rd Country
Soviet Union
UN/Allies
Hydrodynamic & Teleseismic
Grenadier, September 1984
US Demarche, September 1984
FRG Demarche, August 1984
CD Mandate, Spring 1984
Options, August 1983
Decision on TTBT Duration, March 1983
NSDD, February 1983
Senator Percy, September 1982
High Yield Study, February 1982
NSC, 1982
NSC Meeting, [07/19/1982]
[Options Paper]
Study, 1981-1982
[NST, 1986]
Nuclear Testing

Box 91050
Geneva - START IG, July 1986-August 1986
Geneva - Soviet ABM Proposal, 05/29/1986
Geneva - INF IG, July 1986-August 1986
Geneva - Soviet START Proposal (USG Analysis), June 1986
Geneva - Round V End (Summary, NAC), June 1986
Geneva - US-Soviet Relations - NSPG, 06/06/1986
Geneva - Soviet Proposal, 05/15/1986
Geneva - Gorbachev to CD, 02/20/1986
SCG (Spec Consult Group) Brussels, 05/05/1986-05/06/1986
Geneva - NST Round V - Instr/Statement, May 1986
Geneva - Round V Instructions, April 1986
Geneva - Round V - Cables
INF - Data Exchange Requirements 1986
INF - Notification Req. 1986
INF - Verification US/FRG 04/18/1986
Verification: Adelman to President March 1986
Verification: INF (3rd SACG) 03/06/1986
Verification: INF (2nd SACG) 02/27/1986
Geneva INF Verification 02/25/1986 (? & Allies)
Verification: START (INF Related) SACG February 1986
Verification: Compliance NSDD 202 Tasking Spr 1986
Geneva START (ACDA) Treaty Text 1986
START - ALCM Range/Payload March 1986
START - Throw Wt. Definition March 1986
START - Heavy Missiles 1986
START - RV Counting Rules March 1986
START – SLCM’s February 1986
START - Build Down 1985-1986
START - Mobile ICBM’s February 1986
Geneva START/INF Work Program December 1985-January 1986
D&S Fall 1985 [Defenses & Stability]

Box 91051
Compliance - SALT Monitoring Report (CIA)
Intelligence Soviet ABM 1983-1985
Intelligence NIE 11/13/1982
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Soviet ABM/BMD 1982
Intelligence - NATO/Warsaw Pact INF/Conv.
INF NP/NATO February 1985
JCS Military Posture
SALT-NIE 01/03/1980-01/08/1980- December 1980
[Unlabelled folder]

Box 91052
[MBFR, September 1986-December 1986]
MBFR - Conventional Arms Study, 1986
MBFR - Blackwill/Poindexter, 09/12/1986
MBFR - Conventional Options, September 1986
MBFR - White House Statement, 09/25/1986
MBFR - Report to NAC, 10/08/1986
MBFR - Gorbachev Statement, 04/18/1986
MBFR - Experts, etc., July 1986-August 1986
MBFR - Blackwill to Soviet Eastern Europe, January 1986
MBFR - [November 1985-December, 1985--ACDA Paper; US Pos; Conventional]
MBFR – Presidents’ Statement, 01/30/1986
MBFR- Trilaterals, March 1984
MBFR – Abramowitz Resignation, 1984
MBFR – IG Meeting, 04/24/1984
MBFR - Military Requirements, Spring 1984
MBFR - Miscellaneous
MBFR – New Option, April 1984
MBFR – Verification Enhancement, Spring 1984
MBFR – Cables, Spring 1984
MBFR – Instructions, Annexes, 1984
MBFR – Q/A - Media, 1984
MBFR – Congressional, 1984
MBFR – Cong.--Hatch, March 1984
MBFR – Data Strategy - CIA, 02/19/1984
MBFR – Cobb/Matlock
MBFR – CIA Data Paper

Box 91053
Filing
Ken Adelman Confirmation Hearings, January 1983-February 1983
Arms Control & Credits - Rep. Lewis, 1982
Foreign Policy - State of the Union, January 1982
NATO Summit, March 1982 [empty]
Haig-Gromyko, January 1982
State of the Union, January 1982
Arms Control - DOD Cong. Amend, August 1986
Arms Control - DOD FY85, Amend.
Arms Control - Congressional Reporting Requirements, 1986
Arms Control - Aspin Amendment, 1984

Box 91054
Chrons, August 1984-November 1984 [folders have item listings]

Box 91055
CD: Prevention of Nuclear War
CD: June 1983
CD: [Radiological Weapons 1984]
CD: Spring 1984
CD: Fields 1984
CD: UN -- SSOD 1982 [Special Session on Disarmament]
CDE: Round XI 08/19/1986-09/19/1986
CDE: WH Stmt 06/10/1986
CDE: Round X 04/30/1986-June 1986
CDE: White House Statement 04/15/1986
CDE: End of Round IX 03/14/1986
CDE: Fact Sheet/WH Stmt 04/16/1986
CDE: IG/Barry/Instructions January 1986
CDE: NUF Text
CDE: Barry/President 01/21/1986
CDE: CIA Monitoring Paper March 1986
CDE: Presidents’ Statement & Barry Meeting October 1985
Filing
1983-1984 [CDE Notebook]
1983 (Al Meyer Notebook)

Box 91056
ACDA - Wye Seminar, June 1984
ACDA - FY1985 - ACIS
USSR Arms Control Statements, 1983
Soviet Arms Control Statements, 1982
Teller, Edward - Nuclear Strategy, 1982
Rowney, Ed (Amb), 1981-1982
Wiesner, Jerome - Arms Race
Nuclear Proliferation
Australia - U.S. Del. Visit, April 1985
Anti-, January 1986-June 1986
Anti-, International Physicians, January 1986
Anti-, World Peace Council
Arms Control - External Research
Arms Control - Form Replies, February 1985
Arms Control - ENMOD Revcon, 1984 [Environmental Modific Rev.Con.]
Arms Control - Schedule December 1985-June 1986
Arms Control - Tech Transfer October 1984

Box 91057
[Report - Soviet Non-Compliance with AC Agreements, December 1985]
Report, December 1985 NSDD
Report - Intro
Congress - Requirements, 1985-1986
Public Add. Issues
December Report Update, Fall 1985
HLG (OSD Paper), September
NAC Brief Cable, July 1985-August 1985
ACVC Work Program, Summer 1985
HLG Briefing, June 1985
Draft Speech (ACDA), September 1985
HPSCI Follow-up, December 1985
Geneva Cables, March 1985
Dobrynin’s Krasnoyarsk Offer, April 1985-May 1985
U.S. BMEWS Radars, 1985
Cong. Helms, McClure, 10/04/1985
Cong. Courter - Krasnoyarsk Radar, October 1985
Compliance Brief Classified, October 1985
Briefing Text for Allies, October 1985
Briefing Unclassified, July 1985
Intelligence Briefing Text/Charts, July 1985
NAC Briefing, 07/24/1985
Allied Briefing Game Plan, 1985
ACDA Publ., January 1986
Pell Report, 01/31/1986
Pell - Classified, January 1986

Box 91058
Chrons, [June 1985-August 1985 & January 1986][folders contain item listings]

Box 91059
MBFR - FRG Proposal - Kohl
MBFR - January 1984-February 1984
MBFR - Trilateral, 02/13/1984
MBFR - NSDD 126 02/20/; Tasking 02/25/1984
MBFR - Presidents’ Option Papers, February 1984
MBFR - SACPG, 30 January 1984
MBFR - IG Papers, January 1984
MBFR - NSDD, January 1984
MBFR - 1983 (2)  
MBFR - 1983 - Rogers & Saceur  
MBFR - 1981  
MBFR - 1981 - Conventional Force  
MBFR - 1981 - Verification/Inspection  

Box 91060  
Chrons, April 1985-May 1985 [folders have item listings]  

Box 91061  
Interim Restraint - Final IG Items, June 1985  
Interim Restraint - Pres. Reading, June 1985  
Interim Restraint - Charts, 1985  
Interim Restraint - CIA Charts  
Interim Restraint - Options, May 1985-June 1985  
Interim Restraint - Military Analysis  
Interim Restraint - SACG, 05/31/1985 [Sr. Arms Control Group]  
Interim Restraint - Interim Response, 05/30/1985  
Interim Restraint - SACG, 05/28/1985  
Interim Restraint - SACG, 05/24/1985  
Interim Restraint - SACG, 05/20/1985  
Interim Restraint - IG Paper, May 1985  
Interim Restraint - Press Guidance, May 1985  
Interim Restraint - Perle, 05/07/1985  
Interim Restraint - Interim Restraint, April 1985  
Compliance - Interim Restraint SNDV, 04/05/1985  
Compliance - Interim Restraint, 1983-1984  
Compliance - Interim Restraint Brief, 02/21/1985  
Compliance - Interim Restraint- Cong. SR 04/25/1985  
Compliance - Interim Restraint Brief  
Compliance - Interim Restraint- Helms/Symms, 03/22/1985  
Compliance - Interim Restraint- Cong. Fascell/Hamilton, May 1985  
Compliance - Interim Restraint- Cong. Aspin JR 272, May 1985  
Compliance - Interim Restraint- Tasker, March 1985  
Compliance - Interim Restraint- Pres (Sperline Breakfast) 03/25/1985  
Compliance - Interim Restraint- Study, April 1985-May 1985  
Compliance - Interim Restraint- Cong. Durenberger, May 1985  
Compliance - Interim Restraint- Cong. Durenberger, April 1985  
Compliance - Interim Restraint- C. Lehman Memo, 03/04/1985  
Compliance - Interim Restraint- Anderson Column, 02/03/1985
Compliance - Verification Comm Revision - Classified Annexes, 02/20/1985

Box 91062
Compliance - EIMER/PFIAB, April 1985
Compliance – 02/01/1985 Report Fact Sheet
Compliance - Decision Package, 01/23/1985
Compliance - McFarlane Memo, July 1984-October 1984
Compliance - Allies TP’s, February 1985
Compliance - Congressional TP’s. February 1985
Compliance - Cong. Aspin, 12 December 1984
Compliance – Cong. McFarlane Letter, 11/30/1984
Compliance - Symms/East 11/30/1984
Compliance - Symms, 11/16/1984
Compliance - Smith, Gerard, November 1984
Compliance - Symms, 09/08/1984
Compliance - East, August 1982-November 1982
Compliance - McClure, 04/02/1985
Compliance - Symms, July 1984
Compliance - Soviet Charges Pell, 1984
Compliance - Classified Annexes, 02/20/1985
Compliance - USG Report, January 1984
Compliance - February 1985 Report – Presidents’ Letters
Compliance - News Conference & Guidance, 01/10/1985
Compliance - Work Program 02/01/1985 Report
[Compliance: Annexes to the President 1985 Report to Congress, 02/20/1985]
[Compliance: Soviet Non-Compliance with AC Agreement, 02/07/1985]
Compliance: Decision Pkg, 11/17/1984
Compliance: February 01 Report - Pres Guidance & Background
Compliance: NSDD Pkg Orig.
[Compliance] Annex to USDD Pkg
Compliance: 02/01/1985 Report - (Overview)
[Compliance - Draft USDD, Decision]
Compliance - February Report - ABM & TTBT Issues
Compliance - February Report - SALT II Issues
[Compliance - Draft February Report NSDD]
Compliance - February 01 Report- Draft - December Memo
Compliance - February Report - December Memo - January 24 Draft

Box 91080
(Nuclear Testing)
[Briefing Team]
Cong HR 4542, October 1986
Soviet Visas - Decision Paper, September 1986
CD, 1986
Quota Study, September 1986
PRC Seismic Array, October 1986
NRDC, 1986
Evernden, Jack, 1986
TP’s, Press Guidance, August 1986
Cong. Hyde, July 1986
White House Announcement, July 1986
Canada Visit, 01/28/1986
CTB Language, 07/07/1986
Allied Views, July 1986; Brief, October 1986
Dehli 6, August 1986-September 1986
Experts Meeting, Geneva, 07/25/1986-08/01/1986
IG, July 1986-September 1986
Kohl, April 1986-June 1986
Experts/Geneva, 09/04/1986
Soviet Private Experts, August 1986
Pres. Statement, August 1986
Schroeder Amendment, 1986
Soviet Moratorium, 1986
Test Visit, 06/05/1986
Gorbachev/White House Statement, 05/14/1986
Hart Amendment, 1986
Briefing Allies, May 1986
Kohl/Pres, June 1986
A. Holmes Testimony, 05/08/1986
Chernobyl/Arms Control, May 1986
IG Options Paper, April 1986
Noress, 1986
Congressman Hamilton, April 1986
U.S., 04/10/1986 Test
Fascell + 66, 03/21/1986
Gist, March 1986
April Idea, April 1986
New Dehli Group, May 1986
UK Press Line, May 1986
OSD/IG Briefing, 1986
Cone---Schroeder, April 1986
[Meeting, April 1986]
US DeMarche, 03/29/1986
Soviet Statement, 03/14/1986
U.S. Test, 03/22/1986
Soviet Probe (Berlin), February 1986
Cong...Markey, July 1986
Soviet Moratorium, December 1985-March 1986
PRC Stations, March 1986
CD Guidance, February 1986
DOE Plan for Soviet Visit, 1986
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Gorbachev /President Letters, December 1985
H.J. Res 3 (& Hyde Substitute), February 1986
Presidents’ Letter to Dole, 03/07/1986
Cong. Bedell, January 1986
Cong. Broomfield, February 1986
Cong. Danforth, January 1986
Cong. Fascell, February 1986
Cong. Gekas, December 1986 [December 1985]
Cong. - Senator Mathias, February 1986

Box 91081
(Nuclear Testing)
"Private Initiative February 1986
White House Statement on H.J. - Res. 3 02/27/1986
[H.J. Res 3]
ACVDA Cong. Briefing Book - Verification February 1986
Pres. Baltimore Sun 03/13/1986
R. Wagner (Cong. Testimony) 02/19/1986
SJ Res. 179
New Delhi Group March 1986
[NSDD 51]
6 Leaders Declaration October 1985
Public Announcement Policy October 1985
Gorbachev Proposal December 1985
NPT--Revcon Adelman Speech August 1985 [Non-Proliferation Treaty]
NPT -- Revcon IAEA/PNF August 1985
NPT -- Growth of Nuclear Weapons Systems August 1985
NPT -- US/Soviet Agreement March 1985
NPT -- Revcon 08/27/1985-09/30/1985
Special NSC Study September 1985
President's Letter to Gorbachev September 1985
US/Soviet Test Numbers 1985
CD Docs 1985
H.J. Resolution 3 State/Broomfield September 1985
H.J. Resolution 3 DOE/Aspin July 1985
H.J. Resolution 272 Ball/Aspin August 1985
Congressman Coghlin September 1985
Cong #138 November 1984
Laroque Correspondence 1985
Soviets & SIPRI September 1985
Feith Speech 09/09/1985
ACDA Wrap-Up August 1985
Press Guidance 08/17/1985
Barker/HFAC May 1985-June 1985
Soviet Moratorium Proposal 04/17/1985
Verification (Los Alamos) July 1985
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Congressman Boland September 1984
Q&A/Media
Norway Seismic June 1985-July 1985
IG 06/18/1985
Australia June 1985
US Reply to Soviet DeMarche May 1985-June 1985
Soviet Program Study June 1985
IG 05/22/1985
Spring 1985
DIA Study March 1985
Public Announcement March 1985
UN Initiative
DeMarche December 1984
DeMarche October 1984
Soviet/PRC Announcement 1984
Research 1984

Box 91082
Chrons, November 1984-January 1985

Box 91083
Chrons, February 1985-March 1985

Box 91084
SALT-SCC-XX, September 1981
SCC-XX, September 1981
SS-16, 1982-1983
Compliance - Covers/Briefs - Drafts
Compliance - Verification - Com NSDD#65, November 1982
Compliance - House Intelligence Committee, 1984
Compliance - Military Risk/Monitoring Studies
Compliance - SSCI, Spring 1984
Compliance - SS-7 - Mobile Site
Compliance - Soviet Intentions
Compliance - Arms Control Response
Compliance - TTBT
Compliance - Congressional Legislation
Compliance - USIA
Compliance - Carnegie Verification Project, 1983-1984
Compliance - Federation of American Scientists
Compliance - President Carter
Compliance - Dornan Elaboration
Compliance - CIA Briefing Charts
Compliance - Report, January 1984
Compliance - Report - Fact Sheet
Compliance - Report - Soviet Countercharges
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ACDA UN Assembly, Fall 1983
NATO - Multi-Lateral, Fall 1984
CD Session, 1983
Arms Control - UN, Fall 1984
Bush European Trip, February, 1983

Box 91087
Action: GAC-IG Briefing Team
GAC Expansion, 1983  [General Advisory Committee]
GAC - Unclassified Summary
GAC Report - Unclassified Summary (drafts)
GAC Report - Allies, Fall 1984
GAC - Unclassified Summary
GAC - Compliance Report Charts
Compliance - SCC Chron - Senator Pell, 1983
Compliance, March 1983
GAC Report - Revision, September 1984
Compliance, January 1984-October 1984
GAC - Agency Comments, 09/19/1984
Compliance/VC Encryption
Compliance ACDA Study
Compliance [September 1983-August 1984] [Congress]
Compliance - INF/START, June 1984
Compliance - VC/ABM/Galosh
Compliance - VC/Irreversibility
Compliance - Japanese, October 1983
Compliance - Intelligence Enhancement
Compliance - Law of War
Compliance - VC Press Guidance
Compliance - Military Program Options
Compliance - Public Diplomacy Strategy
Compliance - SS-19
Compliance - SS - MX-23
Compliance - CVG
Compliance - Radar Limitations, 1984
Compliance - Lessons Learned
Compliance - Arms Control Responses, 1984
Compliance – Ver’y Committee, May 1984
Compliance - SACPG, 05/22/1984
Compliance - SACPG Backup, May 1984

Box 91188
Chrons, [July 1986-December 1986]

Box 91189
Chrons, [May 1986-July 1986; January 1987] (Item listings)
Box 91190
[Box contains Nuclear Testing Material in rough chronological order]
NTEM (Nuclear Testing Experts Meeting) [Round III-V; November 1986-May 1987]
NT: Adelman Solution, 07/21/1987
NT: IG
NT: IG, 04/04/1987
NT: Soviet Venting, 08/11/1987
NT: US/Soviet NTEM, 07/23/1987
NT: NTEM Instructions, 05/18/1987
NT: Compliance Work Program, Spring 1987 (2)
NT: Cratering Method (DOE)
NT: Compliance Report, January 1987
NT: Soviet Moratorium - Tests, 1987
NT: Soviet Press Conference, 12/02/1986
NT: Australian/New Zealand Resolution on CTB, November 1986
NT: Brief Text, October 1986
NT: Australian/New Zealand UN CTB Resolution, October 1986
NT: IG, 10/28/1986
NT: Announcement Policy, October 1986
NT: Soviet SAS Visit, November 1986
NT: Congressional Compromise, October 1986
NT: Nunn Compromise, October 1986
NT: NSPG, 07/15/1986
NT: SAGE, June 1986-July 1986
NT: US Test Program, 1981-1986
NT: Chernobyl, June 1986
NT: US Verification Requirements
NT: Cong. Markey, April 1986
NT: Pres to Allies, March 1986
NT: Gorbachev/W.H., 03/29/1986
NT: IG Options Paper, March 1986
NT: Poindexter Briefing Package, 01/31/1986
NT: Decision Memo & NSDD, December 1985
NT: U.S. Initiative, 03/14/1986
NT: Gorbachev, 08/14/1985
NT: President, 08/05/1985
NT: UN Initiative, 1984-1985
NT: [Working Group] (2)
NT: SACPG, 06/18/1984
NT: Net Assessment Flap, February 1983
NT: Verification February 1983 & NSDD 1981
NT: Backup August 1982-September 1982
START - Round VIII, April 1987
D&S Round VIII Instructions, April 1987-May 1987
Geneva - Round VIII, Overall, May 1987
START - Treaty---Remaining Issues, April 1987
INF - Soviet Draft Treaty, April 1987
SRINF - Allied Views, April 1987
SRINF - France, April 1987-May, 1987
INF – May 1987-July, 1987
INF - Protocol & MOV, May 1987
INF - Verification - D&D/MOV, March 1987
INF - Memos to Carlucci, January 1987
INF - Verification Decisions, October 1986
INF - Treaty Text, March 1986
Geneva - ABM Treaty - Nitze Q/A, January 1986
SDI (ABM Treaty) - NAC Cable, February 1986
Geneva - ABM Treaty Definitions, October 1985
SDI - INR Cable Message, May 1986
SDI - Nuclear Aspects, 1986
SDI - ABM Treaty Record, 1986
ABM Treaty--Helms, July 1986-August 1986
SDI - Questions on President’s July Proposal, October 1986
ABM - Cong.--Stafford, et al, July 1986
SDI - Meuman (LWV), August 1986
SDI - Offense/Defense, 1986
SDI - Legislation, 1986
SDI - Briefing Team
SDI - Soviet Changes
SDI - Soviet Project (DOD/State Publication), October 1985
SDI - OTA Study, September 1985
SDI - Speeches, 1985
SDI - ABM Treaty - Sofaer Memo, August 1986
SDI - Treaty Review, December 1982
SDI - High Frontier, November 1982
[SDI] - Soviet - Star Peace, 06/12/1986
SDI - FY 1988 - ACIS, December 1986
SDI - Definitions Issue (NST), October 1986
SDI - Patriot Test, 09/11/1986
SDI - Observation of Tests, October 1986
SDI - Flyingdales, June 1986
SDI - W. Graham, 1987
SDI - Press Leak Investigation, February 1987
SDI - U.S. Monitoring of the Soviet Testing, February 1987
SDI - Carlucci Briefing, 01/15/1987
[SDI] - D&S Round VII, March 1987
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SDI - ABM Treaty (Broad/Narrow), March 1987
SDI - ACIS (FY88), March 1987
SDI - Graham/OSTP, March 1987
[SDI] - ABM Treaty - Sofaer/President, February 1987
SDI - NSDD on Consultations, February 1987
[SDI] - Geneva NSPG, 02/10/1987
SDI - NSPG, 02/02/1987
SDI - Early Deployment Decision, January 1987
SDI & ABM Treaty - Miscellaneous, 1987

Box 91192
Chrons, [January 1986-April 1986] (Item listings)

Box 91193

Box 91194
IR [Interim Restraint] - Soviet Forces, April 1987
IR - Bumpers, Byrd, et al, January 1987
IR - Sen Bumpers + 56, December 1986
IR - McClure + 8, February 1987
IR - Trident II Testing, January 1987
IR - DOD vs SALT, 12/22/1986
IR - DOD Cancels SALT Restrictions, January 1987
IR - Pres. Reading, 12/06/1986
IR - Pres. Briefing Package, 12/05/1986
IR - 131st Bomber - Press Guidance, November 1986
IR - Options, October 1986
IR - DOD FY 1987, 10/15/1986
IR - Lugar, July 1986 (Poindexter)
IR - Misc., 1986-1987
IR - 131st B-52. September 1986
IR - NSDD, August 1986
IR - SK Study, August 1986-September 1986
IR - Letter to Lugar, July 1986
IR - Launch Notification, July 1987
[IR] - Compliance Briefing Cable on December 1985
IR - Report, May 1986
IR - Classified Report, 06/16/1986
IR - NSPG, 11/25/1986
IR - Report to Congress, 06/10/1985
IR - NSDO, 06/08/1985
IR - SACG, 06/04/1985
IR - NSC Meeting, 06/03/1985
IR - Soviet Union, June 1985
IR - Cong. Res., 06/05/1985
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IR - Charts
SCC - Miscellaneous, 1987
SCC XXXIII - Paper - SDI, March 1987
SCC XXXIII - Cables, March 1987-April 1987
SCC XXXIII - Krasnoyarsk, January 1987
SCC XXXIII - Follow-on Instructions--work, March 1987
SCC XXXIII - Back-up Papers, March 1987
Compliance - Miscellaneous, 1987

Box 91195
Briefs, 1984-1985
GAC Report to Congress, October 1984
GAC Presidents’ Briefing
GAC Meeting with President - Charts, April 1984
Report, January 1984
Long-Term Strategy, Summer 1984
Intel Findings - Charts
Red Team
Doug George - SACPG
CVG, 1984
Diplomatic Strategy, Spring 1984
Verification - SACPG, May 1984
Report, January 1984
Congressional Requirements, December 1984-February 1985
Cong. Symms/East. 01/18/1985
Encryption, 1982
Helms/Jepsen, July 1982-October 1982
VC - NSDDS - Tasking, 1983
NSSD Draft, February-March 1982 - Verification
NSDD 65, November 1982 - Verification
NSDD 65 Follow-on, 1983 - Verification
Verification PFINB - START, 1982
Verification, 1981
SALT- May 1981 - Study
Monitoring Report, 1984-1985

Box 91197
CW (Chemical Weapons) - CD Guidance - Bilats Guidance, June 1987
CW - State, DOD, CIA, MOU on Investigation Team, May 1987
CW - SACG Discussion Paper, June 1987
CW - Background for C. Powell, June 1987
CW - IG- 06/05/1987 - Disc. Paper/CO Guidance
CW - Status of Negotiations, April 1987
CW - IG Paper, April 1987
CW - Exchange of Visits, April 1987
CW - IG, 03/20/1987
CW - Options Paper, March 1987-April 1987
CW - BWC Experts Meeting, April 1987
CW – April 1987-May 1987
CW - Soviet CD Statement, 02/17/1987
CW - CD Guidance, Spring 1987 & Lowitz Death
CW - State Department Views, February 1987
CW - Quad Meeting- Bonn, 02/06/1987
CW – Presidents’ Message/Adelman Speech, 02/05/1987
CW - IG, 01/29/1987
CW - CD Rump Session, January 1987
CW - Treaty Issues- ACDA, January 1987
CW - Lowitz/V.P., 01/12/1987
CW - Memo to Carlucci, 03/17/1987
CW - OSD Verification Paper, January 1987
CW - FY 88 - ACIS, December 1986
CW - Public Diplomacy, December 1986
CW - Intersessional Work, November 1986
CW – FRG’s Firms Proliferation, October 1986
CW - Army Monitoring Study, Fall 1986
CW - US/Soviet Bilateral, October 1986
CW - CD- IG, 10/08/1986
CW - Soviet Conversion (CIA Study), January 1986
CW - Non-Proliferation US/Soviet Meeting- Bern, September 1986
CW - Feith Testimony, 08/08/1986
CW - Presidential Certification, July 1986
CW - Intel Capabilities, February 1986
CW - BWC - Revcon Geneva, September 1986
CW - BWC - Implementing Legislation, July 1986
CW - BWC - Talking Points, May 1986
CW - Soviet et al, 1987
CW - USE/Soviet 1986
CW - Soviet Genetic
CW - Soviet Use, 1984

Box 91198
Risk Reduction -- US/Soviet Meeting January 1987
Risk Reduction -- US/ Soviet Meeting May 1986
Risk Reduction -- US/ Soviet Meeting April 1986
Risk Reduction -- State/ACDA Report March 1986
Geneva -- Exchanges Initiatives December 1985
Geneva -- Risk Reduction November 1985
Risk Reduction -- Nunn/Jackson May 1982
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Soviet 1982-1985: [Database on Soviet Strategic Defense Systems & Programs Related to Arms Control]
Soviet ABM 1981: Intelligence
Intel - Soviet ABM Program 1987
Intel - Soviet ABM - New LPARS November 1986
Intel - Soviet Space Programs 1985-1986
Intel - Soviet ABM Programs 1986

[FOLDER TITLE REDACTED - SEE WITHDRAWAL SHEET]
Intel - Soviet Academy of Science 1986
Anti- Soviet Disinformation 1985-1986
INF -- Anti-Soviet Role
USSR -- Manipulation 1982
USSR -- Freeze Proposal 06/21/1983
USSR -- Mil. Spending on Soviet Strategic Forces February 1986
USSR -- Defense Spending 1950-1981
Arms Control -- Long Briefing, Winter 1984-1985
Arms Control -- Brief -- Carlucci - Issues/6 month Plan December 1986
Arms Control -- Charts & Issues - 1984
Arms Control -- Candidates Briefings 1984
Arms Control -- [Mondale, Ferraro]
Arms Control -- Congressional Briefing Winter 1984-1985 [Empty]
Arms Control -- Briefing - Former President, 1982-1983
Briefing -- Roosevelt Room -- ACDA [August 1983-October 1983]
Briefing - Roosevelt Room - March 1985
Briefing - Roosevelt Room - January 1985

Box 91199
Chrons, February 1987-June 1987

Box 91202
MX - Brief, 1984
MX/ICBM - Basing, 1986
MX - Arms Control, 1986-1987
MX - Arms Control, 1985
MX - Adelman Statement, 06/21/1983
MX - START - Reassessment, 1983
MX, 1982-1983
DOD - FY 1987, August 1986-September 1986
DOD - FY 1986, November 1985
DOD Budget - FY 1985
Defense FY 1982
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Arms Control - Speech Draft, January 1983
Reagan. 11/22/1982 (classified)
Pres. Speech, SSOD-II, June 1982
Foreign Policy Speech, 11/18/1981
Letter to Brezhnev - President Reagan, September 1981
ACYPL - US/Soviet Exchanges, 1982-1986
Arms Control Association, October 1984
E-W Security Studies Institute, 02/15/1983
ERW - US Views [Neutron Bomb]
ERW - European Views

Box 91241
CTF Draft Mandate, February 1987-April, 1987
Conventional Monitoring, April 1987
CTF Brief, 1987
MBFR (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction) - White House Statement, January 1987
CDE Inspection Options, March 1987 [Conf. Disarm Europe]
Conventional (CDE, CW) - Hansen, February 1987
CDE II, 1987
Conventional OSD Scope Paper, January 1987
CTF - Blackwill/Powell Meeting, 01/16/1987
CTF - Next Steps, 11/03/1986-11/05/1986
Conventional Arms Control - Iceland Brief 10/08/1986
CTF - FRG, October 1986
CTF - Subsistance (MFBR Delegation), December 1986
CTF - Reductions Variants, October 1986-November 1986
CTF - US-NATO, September 1986-October 1986
CTF - Interim Report to NAC, October 1986-November 1986
CTF - France (Views), October 1986
CTF - HLTF Final Report, December 1986
CTF - Miscellaneous Allies, October 1986
CTF - FR/FRG - UN Resolution, October 1986
CTF - Soviet Approach
CTF - 1986
[MBFR-Eastern Draft, February 1986]
MBFR - NSC Meeting., 01/13/1984
[CTF/Force Reduction, December 1986]
CTF - HLTF Interim Report, 10/28/1986
CDE - Phase II, October 1986
CDE - Swedish Resolution, November 1986
CDE - Nuclear Risk Reductions Ctr., November 1986
CDE - Barry Appointment with President, November 1986
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CDE - Aerial Inspections, September 1986
MBFR - Spring Round, 05/14/1987
MBFR - Misc., 1985-1986
MBFR - White House Statement, 07/02/1986
MBFR - White House Statement, 05/15/1986
MBFR - Blackwill/Poindexter, 04/16/1986
MBFR - Holmes Backgrounder, March 1986
MBFR - Soviet Proposal, 04/18/1986
MBFR - Filing, 1985
MBFR - White House Statement, 12/04/1985
MBFR – November 1985-December 1985

Box 91256 (Nuclear Testing)
[June 1987...US Announcement Policy]
Adelman/Sokolov, 04/27/1987
TTBT Compliance Interim Report, May 1987
Joint Activities, April 1987-May 1987
Soviet DeMarche, May 1987
[TTBT Compliance, February 1987-March 1987]
Shultz/Shevardnadze (Agendas, Cross Testing), April 1987
OTA Workshop, April 1987 [Office of Tech Assessment]
Announcement Policy
IG Options Paper, April 1987
Sen. Byrd, April 1987
March 1987
IG, 03/30/1987
Soviet Charge re: US Tests, March 1987
Announcement Policy, March 1987
US/Soviet NTAEM, 03/16/1987-03/20/1987
Barker - Cong Q/A, March 1987
Pres. Update on TTBT/PNET, 03/11/1987
Head of U.S. Delegation, March 1987
Miscellaneous, 1987 Sorting
SASC Hearings (CIA), 02/26/1987
Carlucci/Rep. Leaders, 02/17/1987
Pres/Byrd/Dole, 02/06/1987
U.S. Test, 02/03/1987
T.T.B.T./PNET Markup February 1987
Cong. Reservation -- Pell -- February 1987
NDRDC Visas February 1987
State Reprint January 1987
Dole/Smith Reserv. February 1987
CIA Monitoring January 1987
DoD Testimony January 1987
State Testimony January 1987
ACDA Testimony January 1987
DOE Testimony January 1987
JCS Safeguards Testimony January 1987
Treaty Reservation 1986
Markey, et al December 1986
Soviet Visas 1986
TTBT/PNET Protocol October 1986
Mugabe Letter January 1987
Answers to Congress January 1987
Reservation Text January 1987
Q/A’s, TP’s January 1987
Instructions to NTEM January 1987
Barker to Petrosyants January 1987
Gephardt, et. al. January 1987
Australia Brief January 1987
Briefing Allies January 1987
Herrington/Carlucci 01/21/1987

Box 91316
High Level Group Meeting
SCG Meetings
INF Background Papers
Sven Kraemer
Hoover Commission
INF Negotiations (Kraemer)
Airgrams - US Delegation, Geneva, INF to State Dept., February 1982 (Kraemer)
NATO HLG, 03/13/1981-03/14/1981

Box 91317
High Level Groups Meetings
SCG Meetings
INF Background Papers
Sven Kraemer
Hoover Commission
Mid-East Strategy Paper, February 1981
TNF - Miscellaneous Review
Cables - SK [Kraemer] Filing
Intelligence - Transitory
IG/SIG Calendar
Iran Congressional Hearings
INF Background, December 1981
Action Memoranda

Box 91318
Hoover Commission 03/28/1982 Box 1/3
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Theater Nuclear Forces (TNF) [1981; Binder]
Briefing Book--HLG 05/13/1981-05/14/1981 [TNF][Binder]
[Salt & SCC Binder 1981]
Bilaterals May 1981 [DPC Ministerial Meeting Brussels, 05/12/1981-
05/13/1981][Binder]
Interagency Papers: TNF, SALT/START, MBFR, Shaping European Attitudes, CBW,
CTB, SAT, etc. 10/19/1981-10/23/1981[etc consists of Rostow’s Opening Stmt to
the UNGA - 1st Comm, 10/21/1981][Binder]
INF Memcons [December 1981- January 1982]

Box 91319
Hoover Commission 03/24/1982  Box 2/3
[Arms Control & Acquisition Issues re to Salt III][07/30/1980]
[Assessment of Arms Control and Acquisition Issues Related to SALT III] (1)(2)
Compliance 12-80]

Box 91320
Hoover Commission 03/24/1982  Box 3/3
Briefing Book for the Visit by Sec. of Defense to Portugal (May 1981)
SALT - Contractor Studies

Box 91534
Verification - Soviet Road - Mobile Missiles - CIA May 1983
Verification - Adelman July 1986
[Verification] - ACDA Adelman Memos 1984
ACIS BMD FY 1984
ACIS Space Defense 1983
[ACIS] US BMD NSDD February 1983
ABM Treaty -- Symms/Helms/East October 1982
ABM Lasers October 1981
Nuclear Testing NSDDs
Nuclear Testing - Green Amend Letters June 1986
Nuclear Testing - Pres. to Dole 05/19/1987
Nuclear Testing - Velikov/NRDC June 1987
Nuclear Testing - NSDD 247 10/10/1987
Nuclear Testing - NSDD 202 Tasking Program 12/23/1986
Nuclear Testing - Memos to RCM 08/13/1985
Nuclear Testing - NSDDs 1982-1984
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Nuclear Testing - NSC/NSDD
Nuclear Testing - 1982-1984
Soviet Military Power DIA March 1983
INF Status December 1982 flap
Miscellaneous File
Laws of War: Compliance - Conv. weapons November 1986 convention
Laws of War: Code of Conduct CD (USSR) September 1984
CW Public Diplomacy 1987
CW Next Steps 07/01/1987
SCC - Q/A on Future Rule June 1986
CDE - Inspection August 1987
CD Friedersdorf Meeting with President
MBFR IG/Halifax Study June 1986-July 1986
NATO Conventional Forces 5/1984 Improvement Report to Congress
CDE October. 1983
Conv. Notes [CDE]

Box 91535
National Foreign Assessment Center Publs re: SALT
SCC - Special Session July 1986
Verification - On-Site July 1986
Verification - Soviet Views 1986
Verification - CIA Approach July 1986
Arms Control Issues - Shultz - Shevardnadze July 1987
Arms Control Issues - Geneva July 1987
Arms Control Issues - Moscow -- Shultz/Shevardnadze Debrief April 1987
Arms Control Issues - Venice /Reykjavik -- Game Plan Statements June 1987
Arms Control Issues - Venice Summit -- Arms Control 06/07/1987-06/09/1987
NSDD #32 April 1982 7 Revision 1986
CW - Miscellaneous Review/Filing
CW - Soviet Programs IIM July 1987
CW - Decisions 07/02/1987
CW - DIA re: Gorbachev in Prague 04/10/1987
CW -- Post SAGC Carlucci Package 06/26/1987
CTF -- Mics April 1987-May 1987
CDE - US Notification May 1987
CW Treaty, 04/18/1984
CW, 1985
CW - Quayle Report, July 1985
CW - Filing, 1985-1986
Missile Technology Control, April 1987
CW - Treaty, etc., 1984
CW-CBW-NSDD 136, 04/02/1984
CW-CBW-NSC/MacFarlane, 1984
CW-CBW-NSC Meeting, 03/29/1984
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Kraemer - 58

SCC - Package to Ellis, June 1987
Krasnoyarsk - D&S - IG, July 1987
SCC - XXXIV - Territorial Defense
Compliance - Dome of Light, August 1987
SCC - XXXIV - Concurrent Operations

Box 91537
START – CBM’s Decision Memo, October 1982
START - Weinberger Letter to 70 Editors, August, 1982
START - NSC Meeting, 05/21/1982
START – NSDD’s (March 1982, 33) 1982
START - NSC Meeting, 05/03/1982
START - Preparations, February 1982
START - SALT/SCC, 05/22/1981
START NSC Meeting, 05/21/1982
START - SALT - State Internal, December 1981
MX & Arms Control, September 1982-December 1982
START - NSC Meeting Luncheon, 06/25/1982
ACDA - Wye Plantation, 06/16/1987-06/17/1987
ACDA - GAC, 1982
ACDA - GAC, June 1986-July 1986
ACDA - 25th Anniversary, November 1986
ACDA - Adelman; East European Trip, 1984-1985
ACDA - Nuclear Weapons Conference, 1984-1985
Adelman - WSJ/Foreign Affairs, 1984
ACDA - Aspen Conference, April 1985
ACDA - TTBT Insert (UN), November 1984
ACDA - Cong. Briefing Book, April 1984

Box 91538
START - NSC Meeting, 07/07/1983
START - Cohen-Nunn - Build-Down, February 1983
START - Scowcroft Comm, May 1983
START VI--Jackson Amendment, 1985
IG – CBM’s, 06/10/1983
Congressional Meetings, 06/07/1983-06/08/1983
Pres. Statement, 06/09/1983
NSC Meeting, 05/10/1983
Cong. Riegel, March 1983
START - NSC/NSDD, July 1982-January 1983 - Addl CBM’s, January 1985
INF - NATO Program Brief, 1983-1984
INF - [New Proposal], 03/30/1983
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INF - INF Insert, 03/31/1983
INF - March 1983
INF - Nitze Initiative, 1983
INF - Public Diplomacy, December 1983-January 1984
INF - Dobrynin - Shultz, April 1983
INF - Highlights/Nitze, 1982
INF - Cuba - MIG- 01/23/1982
INF - Haig-Gromyko Announcement, September 1981
Arms Control Info Policy Group, 1983
[START] - Treaty Text, May 1987
[START] - Gorbachev Vladivostok Speech, 07/28/1986
Cooper, AC, January 1985
ERW, 1977
CBW - Haig/Stoessel, September 1981
CBW - State Study, August 1981
Arms Control - CBW - IG, August 1981
CW, March 1981
Public Citizens’ Correspondence, 1982
White House Form Responses, March 1987
Soviet Union - Star Peace